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Outline Itinerary 

Day 1 Arrive Speech House Hotel 

Day 2/3 Explore the Forest of Dean 

Departs 

June and October 

Focus 

Mammals & Other Wildlife 

Grading 

A. All walking will be at a slow pace over mostly 

flat ground. 

Dates and Prices 

See website (tour code GBR57) or brochure 

Highlights 

 

 Survey for Dormice and a chance to handle 

them 

 Watch for badgers at close range as they come 

to feed on peanuts. 

 Spotlighting to find Wild Boar  

 Birds may include Hawfinch, Crossbill & 

Redpoll 

 Birds of prey in the forest include Goshawk and 

Peregrines 

 Enjoy forest walks with expert guides  

 Excellent food & a superb location at our hotel 

 Hazel Dormouse, Wild Boar, European Badger 
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Introduction 

Situated in west Gloucestershire, and bordered by the river Wye and the Severn, the Forest of Dean 

is England’s second largest expanse of ancient woodland. The forest — a magnificent mix of Oak, 

Beech, Hornbeam and other species, both deciduous and coniferous — covers an area of over 100 

square kilometres and is home to an exciting variety of birds, rare butterflies and special mammals.  

 

Over this short break we will spend time on foot covering numerous trails and visiting various sites 

with the focus on finding and watching some exciting mammals and of course the special birds that 

call the forest home.  

 

From our comfortable hotel base in the heart of the forest, we will make daily walks exploring the 

surrounding trails and on this special tour we have the opportunity to help to survey for a very 

special species, the Hazel Dormouse, with an excellent chance to see them. We will join local 

Dormice conservationists as they check boxes to record the animals. With luck we will have the 

opportunity to see a beautiful dormouse in the hand and learn all about the ecology and 

conservation of this wonderful species. We will also watch for Badgers at close range one evening 

and, as we do on all our tours here, we will hope to encounter Wild Boar while spotlighting on a 

night drive - an encounter with one of these impressive mammals is always memorable!  

 

We will be hoping, too, to see such sought-after bird species as Crossbill and Hawfinch while raptors 

may include Peregrine and Goshawk. With the aforementioned rare opportunities that the 

picturesque Forest of Dean provides, this is sure to be a not-to-be-missed holiday for beginners 

and experienced naturalists alike. 

Wild Boar (Sus scrofa) 
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Itinerary 

Please note that the itinerary below offers our planned programme of excursions.  However, adverse weather & other local 

considerations can necessitate some re-ordering of the programme during the course of the tour, though this will always be 

done to maximise best use of the time and weather conditions available. 

Day 1  Arrive Speech House Hotel 

Your tour leader will meet you at the lovely Speech House hotel at 1800hrs. Before dinner, you will 

have a short introductory chat outlining the programme for the next couple of days and some of 

the wildlife we will hope to see. There will be an optional excursion after dinner for those who wish, 

to try and find Wild Boar in particular along with the chance of Badger, Fox, Fallow Deer and Tawny 

Owl. This will be a drive around the local area. 

Days 2 - 3 Explore the Forest of Dean  

Over the next two full days we will visit a range of sites from our base which lies in the heart of the 

forest. With our ideally placed location, all the areas we shall visit are nearby and very little time on 

this tour is spent in a vehicle. Our tour leaders know the area extremely well, and will make decisions 

on the day as to exactly where we will go.  

 

On one of our two full days we shall visit a very special area of woodland which has been managed 

perfectly for one of the countries special mammals, the Hazel Dormouse. Here with the guidance 

of a local Dormouse conservationist we will check the boxes as part of the national survey scheme. 

There are 50 boxes here and with a special license one visit per month is allowed to monitor their 

population. With luck we will find 

one in a box and if we do there will 

be a chance for a very close look 

and even to handle them. The UK 

populations of these animals are in 

real decline and we will learn about 

their lifecycle, habitat needs and 

what can be done to help.  

 

At the same site, in the evening, we 

will have another treat as we will 

watch the lawn just outside the 

house here as Badgers come in to 

feed on peanuts. We should be 

able to have great close up views as they will be just a short distance from us.  

 

During the two days we will also take walks in the forest and enjoy anything we may come across. 

There are some special birds here and we will have the opportunity to see various finches including 

the most sought after Hawfinch and also Crossbill, Siskin and Redpoll (easier in October) with 

excellent numbers of the more common woodland birds for us to enjoy. We may encounter Dipper 

Hazel Dormouse (Muscardinus avellanarius) 
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on the streams and the lakes may 

hold Mandarin and Goosander. As 

we walk we may encounter Fallow 

Deer and on one evening we will 

go out after dark with a spotlight 

with the aim to see Wild Boar. 

These animals may be seen in the 

day (more likely in June) but our 

chances are greatly increased 

under the cover of darkness. In 

June birds may include Redstart, 

Pied Flycatcher and Wood Warbler 

which return here from Africa to 

breed. 

 

In summary this will be a varied and exciting weekend offering an opportunity to see some special 

and difficult to see wildlife under expert guidance. 

Tour Grading & Focus 

There will be easy walking on this holiday, covering between three and five miles per day, at a slow 

birdwatching pace, on largely flat ground. The tracks can sometimes be muddy and slippery.  

Weather, Clothing & Equipment 

It is always advisable to take layers and prepare for cold or mild weather. Waterproof clothing and 

sturdy – preferably waterproof or water-resistant – footwear is recommended in case of showers, 

as we could get caught in rain away from shelter.  You should bring warm clothing for dawn or 

evening bird/boar watching excursions. Binoculars are very much advised for the tour. A telescope 

will be very useful if you have one but the leader will have a scope for shared use between the 

group.  

What’s Included 

Breakfasts and evening meals are included in the holiday cost beginning with the evening meal on 

Day 1 and finishing with breakfast on Day 3. Accommodation will be at the Speech House Hotel in 

twin, double or single rooms, all en suite with tea/coffee making facilities and hairdryers. The rooms 

we are allocated are in the courtyard of the hotel, just outside the main building.  

  

The tour price includes a 3-course meal on both nights and the food is a combination of modern 

and traditional British cooking and, where possible, uses locally sourced seasonal ingredients. 

Vegetarian options are available and there are three options to choose from for each course.  

 

Hawfinch (Coccothraustes coccothraustes) 
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Lunches are not included in the 

cost of this tour. We will stop at 

a pub for lunch and, depending 

on weather and other factors, 

we may make another comfort 

stop during the day. Snacks, 

drinks and items of a personal 

nature are not included in the 

price of the tour, so you will 

need to make sure you have 

what you need during each 

day’s programme. 

 

Accommodation  

As standard for this tour you will be allocated a room in the courtyard of the hotel. This is just 

outside the main building. These rooms are simple but perfectly clean and comfortable.  

 

It is possible to upgrade your room to one in the main building and please state on booking if you 

are interested in this and if you would like me to look into this for you prior to booking please email 

tom@naturetrek.co.uk or call the office on 01962733015. Upgrades are subject to availability and 

are as follows: 

A standard room in the main hotel - £10 extra per person per night. 

A four-poster courtyard room - £10 extra per person per night. 

A four-poster room in the main hotel - £20 extra per person per night. 

There is one true single room in the main hotel with is £10 extra per night but you avoid the single 

room supplement  

Extending Your Holiday 

We are more than happy to book additional nights at the hotel for you. Please request this at the 

time of booking. 

How to book your place 

In order to book your place on this holiday, please give us a call on 01962 733051 with a credit or 

debit card, book online at www.naturetrek.co.uk, or alternatively complete and post the booking 

form at the back of our main Naturetrek brochure, together with a deposit of 20% of the holiday 

cost plus any room supplements if required. If you do not have a copy of the brochure, please call 

us on 01962 733051 or request one via our website. 

Receive our e-newsletter 

Join the Naturetrek e-mailing list and be the first to hear about new tours, additional departures 

and new dates, tour reports and special offers. Visit www.naturetrek.co.uk to sign up. 

Speech House Hotel Garden 

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/
http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/

